IMIA
Nomination committee.
Hans Peterson.

To IMIA AGM 1991.

Proposal for new Board and Committee Members.

Already elected Board members:

President: Jos Willems 89 - 92
President elect Marion Ball 92 - 95
Past President Marion Ball 90 - 92
Past President Jos Willems 92 - 93
Secretary Roger Salamon 86 - 91
Treasurer Ab Bakker 89 - 92
Trustee J.R. Sherrer 88 - 91

Proposals:

Secretary Bjarte Solheim 91 - 94
Trustee J.R. Sherrer 92 - 94
Trustee K.C. Lun 91 - 93

Already elected Committee members:

Membership F.H. Roger-France 89 - 91
Nomination H. Peterson 90 - 92
Bylaws H. Peterson 89 - 91
Newsletter O. Rienhoff 89 - 92
Publication J.H. van Bemmel 89 - 92
Audit H. Peterson 91
Audit B. Solheim 91 - 93

Proposals:

Membership R. o’Moore 92 - 94
Bylaws H. Peterson 92 - 93
Audit J. Flint 92 - 94
Audit R. Salamon 92 - 94

Hans Peterson.